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In the last decades, the use of nickel–titanium (Ni-Ti) rotary
instruments has become the most effective and popular method
among endodontists for shaping root canals, even if there are
still concerns regarding the increased risks of intracanal breakage
or weakening of the instruments.1,2 So manufacturers started to
modify the cross-sectional geometrical aspects of the files in
order to improve their resistance to torsional and cyclic fatigue.
Design is a major feature in determining instruments’ properties
including cutting efficiency, removal of debris, stresses generated
during instrumentation, and the relative resistance to these
stresses; however, a perfect design is not existing and any change
in design is likely to provide some advantages but also some
disadvantages. 3,4
More recently, another strategy to improve properties was
the development of new manufacturing processes to optimize
the microstructure of Ni-Ti, basically through innovative
thermomechanical processing. For example, M-wire, CM wire,
twisted files, and firewire instruments showed an enhanced
flexibility and resistance to flexural stress when compared to the
nontreated Ni-Ti alloys. 5 Unfortunately, all these treatments are
not disclosed by manufacturers and only the final results on the
instruments’ performance can be tested. Firewire technology has
shown the most promising results by significantly improving the
above-mentioned properties without negatively affecting the
torsional resistance of the instruments.6 Nowadays clinicians can
prebend martensitic (ductile) Ni-Ti rotary files if needed, while in
the past only superelastic (austenitic) instruments were available;
all these features are currently used in clinical practice to facilitate
insertion and progression inside complex curvature, divergent
canals, and in bypassing ledges. Moreover, instruments’ elastic
return and the consequent risk of canal transportation is reduced
when martensitic instruments are used.7,8
A third factor has become important in the clinical performance
of the instruments: the use of different motions, due to the
introduction of new open motors which provide the possibility
of selecting or modifying motions and parameters (usually
reciprocating motion instead of or together with continuous
rotation). It has been demonstrated that the resistance to torsional
and cyclic fatigue can also be enhanced by using different types of
reciprocating motion: this can improve instrument’s resistance to
the different stresses when compared with traditional continuous
rotation. New techniques alternating the use of different motions
for the same instruments are currently being developed to
improve safety without negatively affecting efficiency. On the
contrary, different motions do not affect the flexibility of the Ni-Ti
instruments.9,10
Apart from the above-mentioned features which are
depending on manufacturers’ products, there are other clinical
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factors that could significantly affect both instrumentation
stresses and mechanical resistance of Ni-Ti instruments: the
anatomic challenges, the operator’s skills, the preparation of a
proper glide path, the use of brushing action and the apical forces
applied by the clinician, the use of torque-controlled endodontic
motors, etc. All these differences are very difficult to evaluate,
since they are mostly related to individual skills, sensitivity, and
operative choices (including operative sequences and motions)
during Ni-Ti intracanal instrumentation. Ideally, all these factors
should be considered when choosing and clinically using an
instrument to optimize performance and minimize the risks of
iatrogenic errors.
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